By modelling the axis ratio distribution of SDSS DR8 galaxies we find the intrinsic 3D shapes of spirals and ellipticals. We use morphological information from the Galaxy Zoo project and assume a non-parametric distribution intrinsic of shapes, while taking into account dust extinction.
INTRODUCTION
The study of the real shape of galaxies started as early as galaxies were first classified into morphological types with Hubble (Hubble 1930) , who measured the b/a ratios for galaxies classified as ellipticals. Many quantitative studies were performed before the invention of the CCD cameras. For instance Sandage, Freeman & Stokes (1970) , using the projected axial ratios from 254 spiral galaxies from the Catalogue of Bright Galaxies (de Vaucouleurs & de Vaucouleurs 1964) , determined that the disc of spirals were circular, with a disc thickness defined as γ ≡ C/A, with A,B and C the major, medium and minor axis, respectively, given by γ = 0.25. A step further was given by Binggeli (1980) , Benacchio & Galletta (1980) 1981) , who did not assume that the disc of spiral galaxies was circular, and measured their ellipticity, defined as ǫ ≡ 1 − B/A. They found that the mean value of ǫ was given by ǫ = 0.1. Lambas, Maddox & Loveday (1992) found that the distribution of ǫ is well fit by a one-sided Gaussian distribution centred on ǫ = 0. They used a sample of ∼ 13 000 galaxies from the APM galaxy survey (Maddox et al. 1990 ) to find a dispersion of σǫ = 0.13 and a mean of ǫ given by ǫ = 0.1. Rix & Zaritsky (1995) studied a sample of face-on spirals (selected kinematically) in detail, and they found an ellipticity of ǫ = 0.045.
Other studies take into count the fact that from spatially resolved observations of the inner kinematics it is possible obtain the 3D shape of a galaxy (Binney 1985 Statler, Lambright & Bak 2001) . For instance, Andersen et al. (2001) and Andersen & Bershady (2003) used this method in 24 face-on spirals to obtain a mean ellipticity of ǫ = 0.076, similar to the value obtained by Rix & Zaritsky (1995) . However, the fact that in both cases the sample is composed entirely of face-on objects may introduce systematic biases.
The advent of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000) allowed studies with larger number of galaxies with high-quality photometry. Ryden (2004) , using a sample of spirals from SDSS Data Release 1 (DR1, Abazajian et al. 2003) chosen to minimize systematics due to seeing, found that the distribution of galactic disc ellipticities can be well fitted by a log-normal distribution with a mean of log ǫ = −1.85 and a standard deviation of σ log ǫ = 0.89. Vincent & Ryden (2005) go even further. Using data from SDSS Data Release 3 (DR3, Abazajian et al. 2005) , they fit the distribution of axis ratios of both ellipticals and spirals to triaxial models. Assuming a uniform triaxiality (i.e. all galaxies are either prolate, triaxial or oblate), they found that spirals and ellipticals are consistent with oblate spheroids and that high-luminosity ellipticals tend to be rounder than low-luminosity ellipticals.
Elliptical galaxies were once believed to be axisymmetric oblate spheroids, until Bertola & Capaccioli (1975) discovered that their rotation velocities were insufficient to support such a geometry. Binney (1976) suggested that ellipticals could be well described by a triaxial ellipsoid but Davies et al. (1983) found that small ellipticals are better fitted by oblate spheroids. This variety of shapes made it difficult to obtain their intrinsic shapes using only their apparent images, an approach which was often used for large samples of ellipticals. In such cases it is necessary to assume triaxiality as in Vincent & Ryden (2005) , or, following Binney & Merrifield (1998) , to use the misalignment between the internal isophotes of individual elliptical galaxies. Méndez-Abreau et al. (2008) extended the study of the intrinsic shapes of spheroids to bulges in spiral galaxies. They found that the bulge shape is consistent with a mean axial ratio in the equatorial plane of B/A = 0.85.
The distribution of the shapes of spiral galaxies will be additionally affected by dust extinction (Holmberg 1958) . Optically thick dust obscuration aligned in the rotational plane of spirals will cause edge-on objects to appear systematically fainter. This effect will introduce a bias in fluxlimited samples. It is important to quantify this effect to understand the true luminosities of galaxies, the distribution of the interstellar medium (ISM) and the relationship between optical and infrared emission of galaxies (for reviews, see Davies & Burstein 1995; Calzetti 2001) .
Studies of the brightness of galaxies as a function of axial ratio should allow the effects of dust to be quantified. Valentijn (1990) , studying the shapes and brightness of 16 000 galaxies from digitalized photographic plates, found indication of an optically thick component in disc galaxies, extending beyond the apparent optical extent of the galaxy. However, Burnstein, Haynes & Faber (1991) and Choloniewski (1991) showed that Valentijn's results were due in part to selection effects, and found that the diameters of galaxies were independent of the inclination (for further discussion, see Davies et al. 1993; Valentijn 1994) . Expanding on the effects of selection biases with the inclination Peletier & Wilner (1992) emphasized that dust opacity may depend on galaxy luminosity. Following this Tully et al. (1998) found a difference between face-on and edge-on luminous galaxies of 1.3 mag in the R band, but found no important difference in faint galaxies. Holwerda et al. (2005a,b) measure the number of galaxies seen trough galactic discs using images from the Hubble Space Telescope WFPC2 archival data to measure the opacities of spiral discs. This method has been previously applied to groundbased data in other works (for example Zaritsky 1994; Nelson, Zaritski & Cutri 1998; Keel & White 2001) . Using a different method, Valotto & Giovanelli (2004) use the inner part of the rotation curves for spiral galaxies to derive dust extinction.
Following other methods, a number of groups have studies the variation of the galaxy properties with the inclination angle with respect to the line of sight, or directly with projected galaxy shapes, to obtain the dust extinction in spirals galaxies. Shao et al. (2007) , using spiral galaxies from the SDSS DR2 (Abazajian et al. 2004) , measure the dust extinction by studying the luminosity function (LF) of galaxies with different inclination angles, and using the intrinsic galaxy shape obtained from the analysis of the distribution of projected axis ratios. They claim that the decrease in LF with the increasing the inclination is an effect of the dust extinction, where the disc optical depth is roughly proportional to the cosine of the inclination angle. But, in their calculation, they do not take into account the effect of the dust in the distribution of the projected axis ratios. Using a sub-sample of ∼ 78 000 galaxies from SDSS DR6 (Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2008) , Unterborn & Ryden (2008) find similar results for the dependence of extinction on the projected shape. They use these results to define an unbiased sample of spiral galaxies, and obtain the intrinsic shapes of this sample. They found that these galaxies are consistent with flattened disc as was found by previous works, but the definition of the sample makes it difficult to compare these results with previous estimates. Maller et al, (2009) , using the NYU-VAGC (Blanton et al. 2005) catalogue, which combines data from SDSS and the Two Micron All Sky Survey (Skrutsie et al. 2006) , study the variation of galaxy properties with inclination. They found a median extinction over the whole sample of 0.3 mag in the g band. Driver et al. (2007) study the dependence of the LF with inclination, by decomposing their sample of Galaxies in the Millennium Galaxy Catalogue (Liske et al. 2003; Driver et al. 2005 ) into bulge and disc components, and are able to obtain the residual face-on attenuation.
In elliptical galaxies, dust has also been found. For example, Ebneter, Davis & Djorgovski (1988) used colour maps to find evidence of dust in more than 30 % of their sample of ellipticals, and 2.5 % of the galaxies showed evidence of a dusty disc. But the amount of dust in ellipticals is smaller than the amount of dust in spirals. Knapp et al. (1989) found that the amount of dust in an elliptical galaxy is between 1 -10 % of the dust in a spiral of similar luminosity (see also Goudfrooij 2000; Krause et al. 2003; Leeuw et al. 2004 ). Temi et al. (2004) , using far-infrared observations, placed constraints in the mass of dust in ellipticals in the range M dust = 10 5 − 10 7 M⊙ h −1 (h is the Hubble constant in units of 100 km s −1 Mpc −1 ). This mass represents ∼ 10 −6 of the stellar mass. In spirals, the fraction of dust mass over stellar mass is of the order of 5 × 10 −3 (Stevens, Amure & Gear 2005) . Padilla & Strauss (2008) (hereafter PS08) took in count the effect of dust obscuration in the study of the intrinsic shape of galaxies. They used a model with a normal distribution for γ and a log-normal distribution for ǫ, and use non-uniform distributions of inclinations for their samples to take into account the effect of dust, parametrized with the edge-on extinction E0, which removes edge-on galaxies from their samples. For elliptical galaxies, they set the dust extinction to 0. They fit the dust and shape parameters using the observed b/a distribution of SDSS DR6 (Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2008) galaxies. To separate the sample into spirals and ellipticals, PS08 use the f racDeV parameter, defined in Abazajian et al. (2005) . This parameter indicates whether the luminosity profile is closer to exponential (lower f racDeV ) or de Vaucouleurs (higher f racDeV ). Using this model PS08 obtain a mean for γ given by γ = 0.21 ± 0.02, with dispersion σγ = 0.05 ± 0.015, a mean for ǫ given by ln ǫ = −2.33 ± 0.13, with dispersion σ ln ǫ = 0.78 ± 0.16, and E0 = 0.44 ± 0.24 for spirals. For ellipticals they obtain γ = 0.43 ± 0.06, σγ = 0.21 ± 0.02, ln ǫ = −2.2 ± 0.1 and σ ln ǫ = 1.4 ± 0.1. These results are consistent with oblate spheroids.
Following PS08, Shen, Shao & Gu (2010) (SSG10) made a similar analysis for AGN host galaxies, but without considering dust. They found that the distributions of σ and ǫ for spirals fit well a sum of gaussians distribution, instead a single Gaussian or log-Gaussian distribution. Lagos et al. (2011) apply the same analysis as PS08 to a sample of AGN host galaxies from the SDSS DR7 (Abazajian et al. 2009 ). They found that type I and type II AGN have a similar intrinsic shape, consistent with the unified AGN model, with a γ = 0.23 ± 0.08 for spirals and γ = 0.6 ± 0.24 for ellipticals. Also, they found that type I AGN tend to be face-on, while type II AGN tend to be edge-on, albeit with lower statistical significance.
This work builds upon analysis made in PS08, with the aim to determine the real 3D shape of galaxies with different intrinsic properties using data available in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), using an improved non-parametric distribution of γ and ǫ.
With respect to PS08, this work presents three major changes,
• We separate the sample of spiral and elliptical galaxies using data obtained by The Galaxy Zoo project (Lintott et al. 2008 ) in addition to the use of the f racDeV parameter.
• We calculate the value of the dust extinction (E0) using the luminosity function, in a method unrelated to the fit of distributions of b/a.
• We use a linear combination of 10 gaussian distributions, each one with a fixed mean and dispersion, to obtain the total distribution of γ following SSG10, and modify the percentage of galaxies belonging to each gaussian, instead of using a single gaussian distribution for γ. Which can be considered to be to a non-parametric distribution. For ǫ we use 10 gaussians or a log-normal distribution depending on the sample.
The model for dust extinction is the same model used in PS08. Throughout this work we assume a standard ΛCDM cosmology, with matter density parameter Ωm = 0.3 and cosmological constant ΩΛ = 0.7.
This work organized as follows: Section 2 describes the sample and different sub-samples of galaxies used in this work. In Section 3 we describe the main ideas of the model used to find the intrinsic shapes and the extinction. Section 4 presents the results of the main sample of galaxies, and these results are compared with PS08, Section 5 shows the results for different sub-samples separated by intrinsic properties of the galaxies. Section 6 summarises and discusses our results.
THE DATA
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) is an imaging survey which covers approximately 14555 deg 2 of the sky, with spectra and five-band photometry of a large number of objects, including more than 860 000 galaxy spectra in the Data Release 8 (DR8, Aihara et al. 2011) . The description of the technical details is in York et al. (2000) .
Galaxy Zoo is a project that aims to classify the morphology of a large number of SDSS galaxies. To reach this goal, they initially used galaxies from SDSS Data Release 6 (DR6, Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2008) , and showed threecolour images of these galaxies to internet volunteers, who did the classification by eye. The description of the project can be found in Lintott et al. (2008) , and the first data release from the Galaxy Zoo project is available in the SDSS web site along with data for the SDSS DR8, and is described in Lintott et al. (2011) .
In this work we use data for all the galaxies from SDSS DR8 with both spectroscopic and Galaxy Zoo information available. We K-correct the galaxy magnitudes using V3.2 of the code described in Blanton & Roweis (2007) . The following subsections describe the cuts applied to these objects to remove biases and separate sub-samples. Masters et al. (2010) analyse Galaxy Zoo galaxies and show that there is a relationship between r90 and the b/a measured directly from imaging due to the effect of seeing. Using the SDSS data, we calculate the value of r90 , for different b/a ranges. Figure 1 shows the results. As can be seen, we find a relationship between r90 and b/a, in which the galaxies with log(a/b) > 0.8 tend to have a larger r90. However, r90 can be a noisy size estimator, and therefore we repeat the analysis with r50; this size estimator shows the same trend. Since both PS08 and this work use model b/a ratios calculated using an exponential or de Vaucouleurs models convolved with the seeing, we repeat the analysis using re (apparent radius obtained fitting an exponential model). The trend found with r90 is still present with re. Therefore, from this point on we do not take in count galaxies with log(a/b) > 0.8, that is b/a < 0.15, to avoid this systematic effect. The removed galaxies represent less than 0.05 % of the sample.
Removing systematic biases in the sample
Following Lintott et al. (2011), we decided to use the sample of spirals and ellipticals classified using the greater criterion, that is, if a galaxy has been classified as spiral by more than 50% of the volunteers, then the galaxy is considered a spiral, and the same for ellipticals. But Galaxy Zoo classification is not enough, due to the fact that galaxies which are at large distances will appear as a blur. As a consequence galaxies with an exponential luminosity profile could be classified as ellipticals and galaxies with a de Vaucouleurs luminosity profile could be classified as spirals. Figure 2 shows the f racDeV distribution for the sample when the greater criterion is applied, for spirals and ellipticals; the figure shows that there is a number of galaxies in the spiral sample with a de Vaucouleurs luminosity profile, and galaxies in the elliptical sample with a exponential luminosity profile. To avoid this, we use the f racDeV parameter (in SDSS r band) as a second filter, so a galaxy which is in the spiral sample according the greater criterion and has a f racDeV < 0.8 (the limit used in PS08) will be considered a spiral galaxy, and a galaxy which is in the elliptical sample according the greater criterion and has a f racDeV > 0.8 will be considered an elliptical galaxy.
The use of f racDeV as a second morphology estimator is not enough to clean the sample of the bias due the classification by eye at large z. Figure 3 shows the percentage of galaxies with an exponential profile considered as spirals by the volunteers of Galaxy Zoo in bins of b/a, at different redshifts. And the same for ellipticals in the galaxies with a de Vaucouleurs profile. It is clear that the percentage of spirals is smaller in galaxies at z 0.15, in particular the percentage of face-on spirals. Ellipticals are not affected by this effect. We choose to remove from the sample all the galaxies (spirals and ellipticals for consistency) with z 0.15.
In addition, the sample has a cut-off in absolute magnitude, with a magnitude limit in the r-band Mr < −19.77, that is, the minimum magnitude for a galaxy to be included in the SDSS survey at z = 0.1; this cut allows the inclusion of brighter galaxies at higher z. With these considerations, the spirals sample contains 92923 galaxies, and the ellipticals sample contains 112100 galaxies. Figure 4 shows the b/a distribution for these samples weighted by 1/Vmax , where Vmax is the maximum volume corresponding to the distance at which a galaxy with a given absolute magnitude enters the flux-limited catalogue (mr 17.77), and the distribution of b/a without weighting. In further analysis, the 1/Vmax weight will be used always.
An important part of this work is not only to measure the intrinsic shapes and the dust of the total the sample of spirals and ellipticals, it is also important to verify how the shape and the dust obscuration change with the intrinsic properties of the galaxies. For this reason we separate the spiral and elliptical samples into sub-samples, these subsamples will be described next. Table 1 . Notation for the sub-samples of spirals rand number of galaxies per sub-sample.
Sample
Limits Number sm1 −20.14 < Mr − 5 log 10 h 26517 sm2 −20.5 < Mr − 5 log 10 h < −20.14 26493 sm3 −20.91 < Mr − 5 log 10 h < −20.5 25255 sm4
Mr − 5 log 10 h < −20.91 14655 sc1 g − r < 0.58 23513 sc2 0.58 < g − r < 0.68 22915 sc3 0.68 < g − r < 0.79 22828 sc4 0.79 < g − r 23666
sr1 R 50 /kpc h < 3.2 26294 sr2 3.2 < R 50 /kpc h < 3.88 25628 sr3 3.88 < R 50 /kpc h < 4.74 23757 sr4 4.74 < R 50 /kpc h 17244 2.1.1 Spirals Figure 5 shows the b/a distribution for the spiral sample, separated by absolute magnitude Mr, g − r colour and radius R50. Table 1 shows the naming convention for the subsamples that will be used in the rest of this paper. The boundaries in the sub-samples were initially chosen to produce quartiles. However, we apply cuts in redshift afterwards which changes the number of galaxies per sub-sample, which are listed in Table 1 . Notice that the sub-samples were constructed by applying cuts on only one galaxy property at a time, and therefore the other two properties could show variations among the sub-samples (of increasing luminosity, for instance). We will investigate this further in Section 5.4, where we will attempt to make samples with variations in only one galaxy property.
As the main morphological classification was done by human eyes (those of Galaxy Zoo volunteers), it is natural to check the sample for biases. For instance, it is possible that we may only have spiral galaxies over a given magnitude range. The top panel in Figure 6 shows the distribution of z, with the total distribution and the distribution of different sub-samples of spirals separated by Mr. This distribution is not different to the upper panels in Figure 1 of PS08 (within the range of z). The bottom panel in Figure  6 shows the relationship between z and b/a for the total sample of spirals and for different sub-samples separated by magnitude. We can see that b/a does not change with z apparently ruling out any further biases. Therefore we do not place further cuts on these samples. Figure 7 shows the b/a distribution for the elliptical sample separated by different galaxy properties (Mr,g − r and R50). Table 2 presents the naming convention for the sub-samples. As in the case of spiral galaxies, the sub-samples are quartiles of the total sample with subsequent cuts in redshifts. The number of galaxies in each sub-sample is listed in Table  2 .
Ellipticals
The redshift distribution and the relation between redshift and b/a for ellipticals, including the total sample and the sub-samples separated by Mr are qualitatively similar to the result for the spiral sample. The elliptical sample is also unbiased in this respect.
Comparison Samples
In order to quantify the impact of Galaxy Zoo morphologies, we use samples of galaxies separated between spirals and ellipticals only using the f racDeV parameter obtained from SDSS DR6. As this sample is not affected by the bias introduced by the Galaxy Zoo, we do not impose limits on z. These samples are the same as those in PS08. Figure 8 shows the distribution of b/a for these samples.
MODEL PARAMETERS AND BEST FIT SEARCH
Following PS08, the model uses the distributions of γ and ǫ to determine the distribution of b/a for Monte-Carlo galaxies. The relationship between γ and ǫ with b/a is given by 
Where V , W and Z are given by
Here, ϕ and θ are the angles that characterize the orientation of the galaxy relative to the line of sight. ϕ will be treated as a random value between 0 and 2π, and cos θ will be treated as a value between 0 and 1 with a non-flat distribution that depends on E0 as we will specify later in this Section. The adopted distribution of γ and ǫ used in this work can be separated in two categories. Each sub-sample is fitted with both categories and we keep the results from the best fit. The first category (r type) works well with distributions of galaxies with low projected b/a values. It comprises the sum of 10 gaussians with a fixed dispersion of 0.08, and mean values going from 0.04 to 0.4 with a step of 0.04 for γ. For ǫ we use the same distribution used in PS08, a single log-normal with variable mean and dispersion. The second category (n type) works well for samples of galaxies with larger b/a. The γ distribution is the sum of 10 gaussians, with fixed dispersion of 0.08, and means going from 0.1 to 0.82. The ǫ distribution is that of SSG10, and consists of the sum of the positive side of 10 gaussians centred in 0, with dispersions ranging from 0.02 to 0.2 with a step of 0.02.
The dust extinction model
Following PS08, the model for dust obscuration in this work assumes that the extinction is proportional to the path length of the light through the galaxy. Then, the extinction by dust increases with the inclination of a galaxy. Shao (2007) , Unterborn & Ryden (2008) and Maller et al, (2009) find that the optical depth increases monotonically with inclination angle.
The model used by PS08 considers an oblate galaxy, with axis ratios x = B/A and y = C/B. The total dust extinction as a function of inclination θ is given by
where E0 is the dust extinction in magnitudes in a galaxy edge-on, and y can be extracted from the distribution of γ.
For the reddening, we can assume an analogue model.
where R0 is the edge-on reddening in magnitudes. In the optically thin case, R0 is related to E0 via R0 = E0/2.77 for the r band and the g−r colour. PS08 found that their results do not strongly depend on the proportionality between E0 and R0, and can be applied to both the optically thin and thick cases. The extincted luminosity function is given by
where φ(M ) is the unextincted luminosity function, this can be calculated using only face-on galaxies from the sample. PS08 defines the ratio between number density of Figure 9 . Luminosity function of the face-on and edge-on spirals.
the observed galaxies (considering extinction) and the unextincted galaxies of a given luminosity as fE(M ) = φE(M )/φ(M ). For reddening PS08 they define fR(g − r), as the ratio between the reddened and the intrinsic colour distributions.
The ratio between the number of galaxies observed at a given inclination and the intrinsic number of galaxies at a given inclination is calculated multiplying the effects of reddening and extinction together.
and W is the correlation between C and Mr. PS08 assume that W is Gaussian, and their mean and dispersion can be extracted directly from the data. The subindex s indicates that the luminosity and colour function correspond to a particular sub-sample of galaxies. ψ(θ) depends not only on the extinction and reddening, but also on the colour and magnitude range of every sub-sample.
Using the ψ(θ) distribution, we calculate an inclination θ for the galaxies in the simulated catalogue, which is used in equations 2 and 3, and then these results are used in equation 1 to calculate the projected b/a of each simulated galaxy.
In general, the dust decreases the number of galaxies edge-on relative to face-on, that is, it tends to decrease the number of galaxies with small b/a.
Extinction and luminosity functions
To obtain the value of E0, we use the difference between the luminosity function of the face-on and edge-on galaxies; as an example Figure 9 shows the luminosity function of the face-on and edge-on galaxies in the total sample of spirals. There is a clear difference between the two LFs which we will use to estimate E0 following the steps we describe below.
• For a given sub-sample of galaxies, we select the 10% of the galaxies with the highest b/a values (face-on), and the 10% of galaxies with the lowest b/a (edge-on). We calculate the LF for each of these selections of galaxies in different luminosity bins.
• For each luminosity bin in the face-on LF, we calculate the difference in magnitudes, to the edge-on LF at the same space density. The average of this value is called ∆E.
• We calculate the value of b/a for the face-on and edgeon galaxies. With this value we get an equivalent cos θ value from Table 8 of PS08. We also use the values of γ and ǫ from PS08 to obtain y.
• Using equation 5 we calculate the value of E0 corresponding to this ∆E and the values of cos θ and y.
• We use this E0 to find a new distribution of intrinsic shapes γ and ǫ for the sub-sample.
• Then we repeat the calculation of E0 from ∆E, but this time using the values of γ, ǫ and the relationship between cos θ obtained from the new fit.
• Finally we use this value of E0 to obtain the final distributions of γ and ǫ.
We calculate the differences between the first value of E0, using data from the PS08 fit, and the E0 found using data from our initial fit. We obtain differences that range from 17% to 101% between the two values. We then repeat the measurement and find new values for the extinction (E1) from the fit obtained using the E0 value from the first iteration. The differences between E1 and E0 range from 0.9% to 16%. Given these results we decide that one iteration is enough to obtain a converged E0 value.
In the calculation of the error in E0, we only take into account the LF errors for the face-and edge-on galaxies. We do not take into count the errors in the b/a − cos θ relation. We find that this second source of uncertainty does not affect the most probable value of E0 and only slightly changes its estimated error. We estimate that this error is always 30% of the value of E0.
In the case of the sub-samples separated by luminosity we use the E0 value obtained at the median of the magnitude corresponding to each sub-sample.
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
To find the distributions of ǫ and γ which present the best fit to the observations we use the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Metropolis et al. 1953; Hastings 1970) , which is a Monte Carlo Markov Chain method for optimization.
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm uses a proposal density (Q( x1, x), where x1 and x are vectors in the parameter space), to determine a candidate to the next point x1 from the current point x. The probability α that x1 is the next point in a chain is given by
Here, F ( x) is the function we need to maximize. If Q is a symmetric function, then Q( x1, x) = Q( x, x1) and the algorithm is a Metropolis algorithm, with a probability α given by α = F ( x1)/F ( x). In this particular case, x is the list of percentage of galaxies for each fixed sub-distribution of γ and ǫ, for a total of 20 parameters (fits of type n) or 12 parameters (type r). For the proposal density Q, we use a Gaussian function, centred in the present point in the chain. Following PS08 we maximize 1/χ 2 , given by
where N (b/a) is the observed normalized frequency of a given b/a ± ∆b/a (with ∆b/a a half of the bin size), N model (b/a, {p}i) is the normalized distribution given by the model, and σ jackknif e (b/a) is the error in the observed distributions for a given b/a calculated using the jackknife method using 10 jacknife samples. Throughout this work we use a bin size 2∆(b/a) = 0.025. Figure 10 shows the best fit models (lines) for the samples selected with and without using Galaxy Zoo morphologies, for spirals and ellipticals (observations are shown as symbols). In the case of the spirals selected only by f racDeV the E0 value used for the fit was the value from PS08. The results from these fits and their comparison to PS08 will be discussed in the following sections. The models used in the fits are type r for the two spiral samples, and type n for the two elliptical samples (throughout, all the elliptical sub-samples are fitted using type n). Figure 11 shows the γ distribution and the ǫ distribution obtained for these samples, as well as the best fit from PS08, who used a single gaussian function to model the γ distribution and a log-normal distribution to model the ǫ distribution. For the sample separated by Galaxy Zoo and f racDeV the dust extinction is E0 = 0.284
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−0.026 , whereas the extinction found by PS08 for spirals is slightly higher although consistent with our estimate, E0 = 0.44 ± 0.24. The figure shows that the result obtained by the new non-parametric model is in good agreement with the result found in PS08 for spirals selected by f racDeV . The mean of the γ distribution from the sample of spirals selected by f racDeV is 0.21 ± 0.008, with a dispersion 0.108 ± 0.004, very similar to the PS08 results ( γ = 0.21 ± 0.02 and σγ = 0.05 ± 0.015). But the shape we obtain for the γ distribution is not well represented by Gaussian distribution (the mean does not match the mode), allowing more galaxies with larger minor to major axis ratio, as well as flatter discs. The ǫ distribution does not show significant differences between the two samples.
Regarding the samples of spirals selected with and without adding Zoo morphologies, the γ distribution tends to have a larger minor to major axis ratio when Zoo morphologies are used, with a mean given by 0.267 ± 0.009 and with a small dispersion, given by 0.102 ± 0.004. The ǫ distribution shows that galactic disks are rounder for galaxies selected only by f racDeV , with a ǫ given by 0.125 ± 0.008, and a dispersion given by 0.1 ± 0.012. In comparison, ǫ = 0.22 ± 0.013 for the sample selected by f racDeV and Galaxy Zoo (In PS08, we have ln ǫ = −2.33 ± 0.13, and σ ln ǫ = 1.4 ± 0.1, which correspond to ǫ = 0.18 and σǫ = 0.12).
Ellipticals
PS08 report the possible contamination by spiral galaxies in a sample of elliptical galaxies selected by f racDeV . The distribution of b/a from ellipticals separated by f racDeV (bottom left panel on Figure 10 ) shows a "hump" around b/a = 0.2 to 0.4, which disappears in the sample selected using Galaxy Zoo morphology and f racDeV (bottom right panel on Figure 10 ). This can be caused by the presence of contamination of spirals, since the hump at such values of b/a is more easily produced by flat discs. Figure 12 shows the γ and ǫ distribution of the result obtained by PS08. The γ distribution shows that the results using this method are in good agreement with the results from PS08. The mean of the γ distribution for the sample of ellipticals selected using only f racDeV obtained with the method used in this work is 0.438±0.005 , and the dispersion is 0.196±0.005, similar to the PS08 results ( γ = 0.43±0.06, σγ = 0.21 ± 0.02). But the γ distribution obtained by this work shows a peak at γ below 0.5, close to the peak shown in the γ distribution for spirals (also shown in the figure Figure 12 . Top: Distribution for γ in ellipticals selected by f racDeV and Galaxy Zoo morphology. Bottom: Distribution for ǫ in ellipticals. We also show the results for PS08, the results for ellipticals selected only by f racDeV , and the distribution for spirals selected by f racDeV and Galaxy Zoo morphology. Vertical lines shows the mean of γ and ǫ for each sample.
to reinforce this result); this peak allows the new model to fit the hump discussed before. The model used by PS08 is not able to show the presence of discs in the sample but averages them with the intrinsic shapes of the ellipsoids, slightly biasing the results. The ǫ distribution shows that the shapes of the galaxies in this model are rounder than for the galaxies using the PS08 model.
The γ distributions for ellipticals selected using Galaxy Zoo morphology and f racDeV show that the elliptical galaxies in this sample have a minor to major axis ratio larger than the sample selected using only f racDeV , with a mean given by 0.584 ± 0.006. Also, the peak on the γ distribution for the sample selected by Galaxy Zoo data is unlikely to be caused by discs, but the peak on the γ distribution for the sample selected only by f racDeV can be caused by spiral contamination in the sample. This supports the idea that the "hump" in the bottom left panel in Figure  10 is caused by contamination from spirals. The ǫ distribution does not show significant differences between the two samples.
The γ distribution shows that spirals are flatter than ellipticals. The ǫ distribution shows that the spiral discs are more elliptical than would be face-on ellipticals.
Low and High f racDeV discard galaxies
The results presented in this section pose questions about the nature of galaxies with exponential luminosity profiles that failed to be classified as spirals by Galaxy Zoo volunteers. Figure 11 shows that the final full sample of spirals has larger values of γ and ǫ compared to the results of PS08, as well as to our fit of the comparison sample. This can lead to the conclusion that the low f racDeV galaxies discarded by the Galaxy Zoo classification are thinner and have a rounder discs than our final sample of spirals.
The median values of the discard low f racDeV galaxies of magnitude, colour and size are −20.43, 0.77 and 2.84 kpc, respectively. According to Table 1, these galaxies are similar to the other spiral galaxies in brightness and colour, but smaller than the average spiral. The votes in Galaxy Zoo indicate that very few of these galaxies are classified as mergers or star/artefacts (4.39 % and 0.75 %, respectively) whereas a considerable fraction of them are classified as ellipticals (36.11 %). However, their majority is not given a definite classification, that is, the citizen scientists of Galaxy Zoo cannot reach a consensus about their morphology. Figure  13 shows the b/a distribution of the low f racDeV discard galaxies. Given that we do not know the true morphology of these galaxies, we show the distributions resulting from using the two estimates of model b/a, the one obtained assuming an exponential profile and the other assuming a de Vaucouleurs profile. These distributions indicate that, contrary to the expected results, these galaxies are rounder than the average spiral, with a b/a distribution more similar to that of elliptical galaxies. How is it possible that after removing these galaxies (with apparently high γ) we obtain higher values of γ for their intrinsic shapes? The answer lies in the dust content.
PS08 measured the dust directly from the fit to the distribution of apparent galaxy shapes. They took advantage of the fact that dust affects the b/a distribution by decreasing the number of galaxies with low b/a. When PS08 estimate the γ and ǫ their algorithm assumes that the dust content is the cause of the number galaxies with low b/a, and infers that galaxies are thinner. However, if the dust content were lower the galaxies could actually be intrinsically thicker. In our case, we used the dust estimated by PS08 to fit the b/a distribution of the comparison sample, and therefore we obtained consistent conclusions with PS08 for this sample. However, when we use the edge-and face-on luminosity function method to estimate dust for the low f racDeV discard galaxies we obtain E0 = 0.145 +0.053 −0.046 , which is actually lower than that of the main spiral sample. Therefore, the discards have very low dust and are indeed rounder than the galaxies in our spirals sample.
The galaxies with a high f racDeV but discarded by Galaxy Zoo are different. Since dust does not play a role in the determination of the shape of ellipticals, the difference Figure 13 . b/a distribution for the low and high f racDeV discard galaxies due to their Galaxy Zoo classification. The exp label indicates a b/a calculated assuming an exponential profile. The deV label indicates that b/a was obtained assuming a de Vaucouleurs profile. Top: b/a distribution of the low f racDeV discard galaxies, along with the b/a distribution of our sample of spirals. Bottom: b/a distribution of the high f racDeV discard galaxies, along with the distribution of our sample of ellipticals.
in the results found by PS08 and ours are consistent with the b/a distribution of the high f racDeV discard galaxies ( Figure 13 ). This distribution is more similar to that of spirals than of ellipticals, with an important number of galaxies with low values of b/a. Their medians in magnitude, colour and size are −20.513, 0.91 and 2.88 kpc, respectively. These are consistent with slightly blue ellipticals or very red and small spirals (Tables 1 and 2 ). The fractions of Galaxy Zoo votes show that the majority of galaxies in this sample (61.06 %) are classified as spirals, and the rest are galaxies without a definite classification from Galaxy Zoo, with a small part of mergers and star/artefacts (less than 3.3 % combining both types). Using our method to estimate the dust of this sample (using the values of spirals), we find a value of E0 = 0.22 +0.039 −0.027 , very similar to that of the full sample of spirals.
THE INTRINSIC SHAPE OF SDSS GALAXIES WITH GALAXY ZOO MORPHOLOGIES
In this Section, we discuss the results for the intrinsic shapes of galaxies in different sub-samples, selected by their intrinsic properties. Figure 14 shows the results for the mean values of γ, ǫ and E0 for the different sub-samples of spirals selected according to their luminosity, size and colour, as presented in Table 1 . Table 3 shows the values that characterize the γ and ǫ distribution, along with the χ 2 /d.o.f. and, for spirals, the value of E0 and the type of fit (for ellipticals all the fits are type n). Figure 15 shows the results for the mean values of γ and ǫ for ellipticals defined in Table 2 separated by their intrinsic characteristics. It is important to bear in mind that the dust extinction for the elliptical samples is set to 0.
These results are discussed in the following subsections, for spiral and elliptical galaxies separately. 
Dependence on magnitude
The samples labelled as sm in Figure 14 shows that the brighter spiral galaxies have a larger dust extinction than fainter ones, with a clear increasing trend.
The γ values show that the faintest spiral galaxies tend to have smaller minor to major axis ratio than the brightest ones, whereas ǫ values show that the brightest galaxies have less circular discs than the fainter ones. There is a clear relationship between ellipticity and magnitude for spirals.
The ǫ values of the samples labelled as em in Figure  15 show that the more luminous elliptical galaxies tend to be rounder in B/A than the less luminous ones, although the variations are within the error bars.
The γ distributions show that in general the more luminous elliptical galaxies have larger minor to major axis than the less luminous ones. The more luminous ellipticals tend to be more spherical than the fainter elliptical galaxies, which have more irregular shapes. The mean in the values of γ in Table 3 and Figure 15 show an important decrease in the mean from brighter to fainter galaxies.
Dependence on colour
The sub-sample named sc4, i.e. the reddest spiral galaxy sub-sample, is not shown in Figure 14 (the b/a distribution of this sub-sample is in Figure 5 ) because non of our models are able to fit the observed b/a distribution of this subsample. Sub-sample sc3 is also difficult to fit, except when using the method by PS08 (for sc4 this was also not possible). This is shown in Table 3 which includes a column with the fitting method used. Also, it is important to take into account that in the calculation of the errors in the shape parameters for this sample (calculated with the jackknife method, as all the errorbars in this work) it was necessary to remove 6 outlier jackknifes (from a total of 100) by performing an interquartile range technique (this technique did not remove any jackknife results from the analysis of any other subsample). There were no outliers in the results of E0 from the jackknife samples. Figure 14 shows that the sc sub-samples exhibit a clear variation of the extinction with colour. E0 varies from 0.4 magnitudes for the bluest sample, to ∼ 0.7 for the reddest sample. The value of γ also varies with colour; the bluer sample tends to show larger γ values than redder ones. The value of ǫ is highest for the reddest sample. This trend is still present even when including the outliers for sc3, and shows that the bluer spirals have more spherical shapes.
The ǫ values of the elliptical ec samples in Figure 15 do not show a great variation with colour. This is also the case for the values of γ . This is confirmed by the top right panel of Figure 7 , where the b/a distributions of all the subsamples of ellipticals separated by colour are very similar.
Dependence on size
The b/a distribution of spiral galaxy samples corresponding to different sizes (labelled sr in Figure 14) are fit by models with slightly higher amounts of dust extinction for bigger galaxies. But this trend is within the error bars.
The value of γ is higher for larger galaxies, indicating a thicker disc for larger spirals. The value of ǫ varies significantly with the galaxy size, indicating that the larger galaxies tend to have a rounder shapes than the smaller galaxies.
The ǫ values for the samples labelled er in Figure 15 indicate that the sample of small ellipticals are characterized by higher ellipticities than larger ones. For the γ values, the larger ellipticals tend to be rounder than small galaxies.
Interdependence between parameters
Galaxy luminosity, colour and size are correlated such that brighter galaxies tend to be redder and larger. Consequently, the trends found in this Section are not due to changes in one individual property alone. For instance, the spiral galaxy samples divided by galaxy luminosity as presented in Table 1 are characterized by median colours that differ by up to 0.06 magnitudes. In the case of size, the colour difference between the smallest and largest galaxies is 0.05 magnitudes. The colour selected spirals show median absolute magnitudes with 0.13 magnitudes difference and 0.4kpc in their sizes. For elliptical galaxies, the differences are comparable. Notice, however, that these variations are smaller than the typical separation between the cuts that make our sub-samples (Tables 1 and 2 ), so the effect should be small.
In an ideal situation we would make more stringent cuts in the sub-samples of galaxies so that only one of the three variables changes. However, the correlation between luminosity and size is very tight and does not allow for this ideal situation to be reached. It is possible though to make the following new sub-samples. (i) When selected by colour, we remove galaxies until the medians of size and absolute magnitude are the same as those of the total sample; (ii) in samples selected by luminosity or size, the colour is forced to show a constant median across the samples. This is the case for both elliptical and spiral galaxy samples.
With these new samples we repeat the analysis of this Section and find, as expected, that the values of E0, γ and ǫ are consistent with those for the samples in Tables 1  and 2 . The new sub-samples also show the same trends as a function of galaxy properties as in Figures 14 and 15 . This is mostly due to the small change in the median values with respect to the previous samples; this can also be inferred from the b/a distributions, which do not show important changes with respect to those in Figures 5 and 7 .
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We build upon work by PS08 to obtain the dust extinction and the distribution of the intrinsic shapes of elliptical and spiral galaxies in the SDSS DR8. The new model is an improved version of the one presented in PS08 since (i) we now apply the method by SSG10, of modelling the γ = C/A and ǫ = 1 − B/A distributions as sums of many Gaussian distributions with fixed dispersions and means, with different weights , (ii) we add the data from the Galaxy Zoo project (Lintott et al. 2011 ) as a second parameter to define spiral and elliptical galaxy samples in addition to the f racDeV parameter, and (iii) we measure the dust extinction affecting each galaxy sample by studying the face-and edge-on luminosity functions (only for spiral galaxies).
We show that the use of the Galaxy Zoo morphology with f racDeV to classify the galaxies into spirals and ellipticals improves the accuracy of the selection with respect to using the f racDeV parameter alone. In particular, the use of Galaxy Zoo morphologies helps to eliminate contamination of spirals in samples of ellipticals. Spiral galaxy interlopers cause the inferred intrinsic shapes of ellipticals to be biased toward flatter shapes.
The improved model shows a good agreement with the results of PS08 for the same samples of ellipticals and spirals selected using only a limit on f racDeV , finding similar values for both the mean and dispersion of γ and ǫ. However, our improved modelling shows details which the PS08 model was not be able to show, such as the excess of galaxies with low γ (disky shapes) corresponding to the spiral galaxy contaminants in the sample of f racDeV ellipticals.
For the sample of spirals selected by both Galaxy Zoo morphology and f racDeV , we found a lower value of extinction than for the f racDeV spirals of PS08, of E0 = 0.284 +0.015 −0.026 compared to E0 = 0.44 ± 0.24 of PS08. This can be due to a contamination of elliptical galaxies in the spiral sample used by PS08. This contamination can cause an excess of galaxies with high b/a values, which the PS08 model compensates by adding more dust 1 ; as a general rule, more dust implies less galaxies with low b/a.
The γ distribution for the total sample of spirals shows that the spiral discs are in general thicker than previous estimates, with an average γ = 0.267 ± 0.009. The ǫ distribution shows that spiral galaxy discs are slightly less round than estimated by PS08. The difference in ǫ between the sample separated by f racDeV and the sample separated by f racDeV and Galaxy Zoo is very similar to the one between the PS08 and Galaxy Zoo selected samples, showing that the discrepancy is probably due to some level of contamination of ellipticals in the spirals sample.
The γ and ǫ distributions for the sample of elliptical galaxies selected by Galaxy Zoo morphology and f racDeV show that these galaxies are more spherical than the estimates of PS08. The γ distribution has a mean in 0.584 ± 0.006. The increase in γ is mainly due to the fact that the sample used in this work has less contamination by spirals in the elliptical sample that the samples used in previous works, thanks to the addition of Galaxy Zoo morphologies. The ǫ distribution shows that the B/A ratios are smaller for 1 PS08 determine the value of E 0 and the distributions of γ and ǫ directly from the b/a distribution spirals, that is, discs are less round than the typical elliptical galaxy.
We use these results to calculate the statistical distribution of inclination angle θ for any given b/a. Figure 16 shows the bi-dimensional distribution of cos θ and b/a for the total sample of spirals. This distribution shows that the relation between cos θ and b/a is close to a lineal relation, but with an important dispersion. For small values of b/a or cos θ, the relation deviates from the linear relation.
We studied the variation of the intrinsic shapes of spirals and ellipticals with absolute magnitude in the r-band, g −r colour, and size. For spirals, we found that the most luminous galaxies tend to have thicker discs than fainter ones. The dust extinction tends to be lower for fainter galaxies. As a function of g − r colour, bluer galaxies tend to be more spherical than redder ones. The dust extinction shows a clear relation with colour, in which the reddest galaxies have more dust extinction than bluer ones. Galaxies with larger sizes tend to have thicker discs than smaller galaxies. The dust extinction does not show any strong correlation with the size.
For elliptical galaxies, the absolute magnitude shows a strong correlation with the γ distribution, so that the more luminous galaxies tend to have larger minor to major axis ratios. The ǫ distribution shows that the brightest galaxies tend to have larger ellipticities. With g−r colour, the ǫ and γ distributions show no change. With the galaxy size, ǫ shows a slight trend in which the larger galaxies tend to have a larger ǫ , but the γ distribution shows that small ellipticals are flatter than the larger ones.
These results can be used to test analytical and semianalytical galaxy formation models, and can give us some clues about the relation between star formation and/or SN feedback and the thickness of galaxy discs, since the intrinsic characteristics that depend on star formation (such as colour and dust content) are clearly related with the shape of a galaxy. 
